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Abstract. The results of our previous research on the pedagogical use of Speaking
Robots (SRs) revealed positive effects on motivating students to practice their oral
skills in a stress-free environment. However, our findings indicated that the SR was
sometimes unable to understand students’ foreign accented speech. In this paper,
we report the results of a study that investigated the ability of an SR to recognize
and process non-native English speech from different levels of accentedness.
The analysis is based on how the SR handled the participants’ speech in terms of
accuracy, the number and types of communication breakdowns observed, and how
the participants behaved to solve the interaction problems that they experienced
with the SR. Based on the study’s surveys, interviews, and observations of users’
interactions with the device, the results emphasize SRs’ potential to recognize
different types of accented L2 speech and their use as pedagogical tools.
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1.

Introduction

In the past few years, our reliance on voice commands in our daily interactions
(e.g. voice-activated searches on smartphones) has increased dramatically. Despite
this trend, the recognition accuracy of accented speech remains problematic for
certain accents (Moussalli & Cardoso, 2016). Moussalli and Cardoso’s (2016)
study investigated learners’ perceptions of the pedagogical use of a speaking robot
(Amazon Echo and its associated app, Alexa) as cylinder speaker that provides
oral answers to any questions asked. The results showed that the SR can extend
the reach of the classroom, promote self-learning, and motivate oral practice
in a stress-free environment. The results also showed that Echo offered helpful
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negative feedback and, more importantly, its use was perceived as an effective and
efficient L2 learning tool. However, the results suggested that heavily-accented
beginner learners experienced difficulties understanding and being understood
by Echo, as has been observed in studies involving speech recognition (Coniam,
1999; Derwing, Munro, & Carbonaro, 2000).
Interestingly, human-to-human interactions involving speakers with accented
L2 speech reveals that, in this context, effective and efficient communication is
possible and is not always hampered by accented speech (Derwing & Munro,
2009). Following Derwing and Munro (2009), we define accented speech as “the
way in which speech differs from the local variety of [that speech] and the impact
of that difference on speakers and listeners” (p. 476). The concept of accentedness
includes two sub-components: intelligibility (how much a listener can understand
an utterance) and comprehensibility (the listener’s perception of the degree of
difficulty in understanding the interlocutor). To address this discrepancy between
human-human and human-SR interactions with L2-accented speech and to address
one of the limitations of SR use reported above, this study aims to answer the
following research questions:
•

How much can Echo understand the L2-accented speech of English learners?

•

How do Echo and raters (English as a second language teachers) compare
in their ability to understand L2-accented speech?

•

When Echo-human communication fails, what strategies do learners use
to resolve it (types and numbers of Communication Breakdowns (CBs)
and resolutions)?

2.

Method

2.1.

Participants and design

Eleven L2-accented participants (five males, six females; ages: 19-30) from
seven different language backgrounds (French, Cantonese, Mandarin, Arabic,
Hindi, Tulu, and Marathi-Gujarati) and proficiency levels (low-intermediate to
advanced) interacted with Echo for approximately 30 minutes by asking the SR
a pre-established set of requests and other personal questions (total=30). They
were also asked to fill out a language background questionnaire, and two surveys
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using a five-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree). The
first survey consisted of 17 items to quantify their responses regarding several
statements about their perceptions regarding their experience using the SR (e.g.
‘Echo is able to understand me’). The second included two items for rating Echo’s
speech globally (to test comprehensibility), and one item that asked participants
to transcribe what they heard after asking Echo a question (to test intelligibility).
After the surveys, participants engaged in semi-structured interviews where they
articulated their experience with the SR.
The judges and transcribers were two native English speakers who were asked
to rate 15 randomly selected speech samples that represented different types of
interactions from the participants using a five-point Likert scale on accentedness
and intelligibility. They were also asked to transcribe participants’ speech to
determine their intelligibility.

3.

Analysis and results

Means and standard deviations were calculated for each survey item. As illustrated
in Table 1, contrary to our previous study, participants found that Echo is able
to understand them relatively easily (3.55/5) and they can understand it without
difficulties (4.18/5). Overall, the results also revealed that participants felt
comfortable interacting with Echo (3.36/5), would consider it to learn other
languages (4/5), and enjoyed using it (4.45/5).
Table 1.

Mean and standard deviation: survey statements

Statements
Echo can understand me.
I can understand Echo.
I felt more comfortable speaking English using Echo than I would in
other types of classroom activities (e.g. role-playing, group work).
I would like to use Echo to learn other languages.
Overall, I enjoyed using Echo in this project.

Mean
3.55
4.18
3.36

SD
0.934
0.751
1.629

4.00
4.45

0.894
0.934

CBs were assessed by two native English-speaking judges (inter-rater reliability:
Accentedness: ICC=0.588; Comprehensibility: ICC=0.576; Intelligibility – via
transcriptions: 84.6% – Cohen’s kappa κ=0.567, suggesting a moderate level of
reliability). Of the 1000 interactions between Echo and the participants, the number
of CBs was 177, which were mainly caused by pronunciation issues (94/177=
53.11%; indicated by *), as summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2.

Types of communication breakdown

Type
*Pronunciation error: segments
*Hesitations
Incorrect sentence structure
Atypical demand
Phrases not requiring a response
Complex questions
*Extremely fast speech
*Extremely slow speech

Example
How many cups in a liter ([lajtər])?
um… could you… help me
with pronouncing b.i.t…s?
From Montreal and Quebec,
what is the distance between?
Can you shout for me?!
Wow, that’s great!
I’m thinking what to have
for lunch; suggest something
which is Mexican cuisine.
N/A
N/A

Total/177
40
37
33
28
11
11
10
7

The results of the CB analysis are provided in Table 3. As CBs occurred, participants
behaved differently from each other in terms of resolving the interaction problems
with Echo, which was indicated via a follow-up question, silence, or an incorrect
response. Participants tended to repeat their questions, abandon them altogether, or
re-phrase them, as the following exchange illustrates:
Participant:

Alexa, where is located Niagara Falls?

Echo:

I can’t find the answer to the question I heard.

Participant:

Alexa, where is Niagara Falls located?

Echo:

Niagara Falls, New York, is a waterfall in …

Table 3.

Communication breakdowns and resolutions

Type of Behavior
Repetition
Rephrasing
Abandonment

Mean
7
3.45
4.91

Standard deviation
5.514
3.984
4.592

Finally, an analysis of the transcribed interviews indicated that participants found
Echo convenient to use and it provided speaking and listening language practice:
“I think it’s great tool because there are […] so many nationalities not fluent in
English, they could just sit and practice”; “it’s difficult to have a conversation with
a person if your English is weak, you […] wouldn’t feel comfortable. But if you
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talk with Echo, you can always practice at your own pace”. The participants also
commented that the SR accommodated and helped them understand where and
why their communication failed: “when I was asking the question what she was
thinking about, the first time, she didn’t understand, […] I think I said everything,
but maybe she didn’t hear something”. However, the results also revealed that
participants wanted specific feedback “as I was asking my questions she didn’t get
what I wanted to say, but I didn’t know what she didn’t understand”.

4.

Discussion and conclusions

This study investigated an SR’s ability to understand oral English as spoken
by accented L2 learners and also be understood by the same speakers, without
incurring human-SR communication breakdowns. Our findings indicate that,
contrary to what was reported in a previous study on learners’ perceptions of the
pedagogical use of SRs (Moussalli & Cardoso, 2016), Echo’s ability to understand
and be understood by L2 learners and vice-versa is relatively unproblematic
from both quantitative and qualitative standpoints. Future studies could look at
learning gains at the segmental and prosodic levels, as well as the effects of SRs
on fluency development. Despite the number of obvious limitations (small sample
size, limited time-on-task), we conclude that SRs are ready to be considered for
English L2 instruction due to their pedagogical potential, particularly their ability
to motivate students to practice their aural listening and speaking skills (including
pronunciation) in a stress-free environment.
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